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ABSTRACT

The paper presents a research model for understanding decision-making assumed to being done within decisionmaking situations contextualized within a multi-layered social-cultural environment. The layers include a national
social-cultural environment, an organizational matrix, a professional worldview, and a familial environment
influencing behavior, and for this essay, decision-making. These social-cultural matrices have various dimensions
such as, power distance and uncertainty avoidance. The various levels consist of multiple communities of discourse
and practice, that is, social group or networks with attending meaning—systems, vocabularies, and practices. These
communities influence communicative and decision-making styles. People exhibit these styles within decisionmaking situations which, in this paper, are located within organizations, or companies.
Keywords: decision making, culture, social-cultural environment, decision-making situation, decision styles,
research framework
INTRODUCTION
Especially now, organizational decision-making happens within a global arena among multiple companies
embedded in their own national social-cultural environments (cultural matrices). Global decision-making situations
test managers’ “social/cultural IQ” [8]. The essay follows Gert Hofstede’s [12] and others [2, 36, 8, 21] that people
act within the allowances and restrictions of their multi-layered social-cultural environments, broadly speaking, their
national cultures. That is, for this essay, every decision, every decision-making situation, and every decision-maker
are contextualized, especially, by their national multilayered and multidimensional social-cultural environments.
Differences are meaningful in a global arena.
The problematic for this essay is the relation of a decision-making situation and its decision-to-be-made to the
cultural (meaning-system) matrix [1] surrounding and framing the situation. The paper’s argument is that a
describing and analyzing of a decision-to-be-made necessarily includes its decision-making situation as embedded in
its social-cultural environment, a social-cultural web [3] which locates the decision and any consequential actions.
The essay proposes a model for doing research into decision-making processes and situations with the purpose of
providing explanations of decision-making based upon systems of meanings (culture, information, symbols) framing
decisions-to-be-made. The systems of meanings are cultural environments inferred by the decisions, and the
decision-making situations. Theses cultural environments are informational structures, “infoscapes” [26] of
difference which may provide a better explanation of decision-making [2]. We start with a series of interesting
questions about the relationship of culture to decision-making. What effect does culture have on decisions and
decision-making? Does culture determine the nature of a decision, and what makes a good decision? Do persons of
other cultures view problems differently? Is the notion of information different for members of different cultures? Is
decision making the same across cultures? Are solutions culturally consistent? Are there any relevant heuristics to
help answer or to put these questions into perspective? The effectiveness of decision making within various cultural
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situations can be argued as the result of a decision making style that is both culture and language sensitive. One
such bridge linking culture to decision making is communication via a taxonomy of contexts.
The proposed research framework which links culture and decision making includes layers of cultural
environments (cultural contexts), and their various dimensions: especially power distance, uncertainty avoidance
[11, 12], high to low modes of communicating [6, 7], and decision making styles [17, 23]. These contexts act as
situational filters for any decision-making process.
The multi-layered social-cultural environments (cultural contexts or cultural matrix) include national level,
organizational level, professional level, and familial level (ethnic, religious, gender, and class affiliation) as
worldviews. High context of communication cultures are those in which information, meaning of actions and
messages is mostly tacit shared. Low context of communication cultures are individualized and in which
information, meaning of actions and messages is explicit, individualized and in need of constant explanation [6, 7].
DECISIONS-TO-BE-MADE AND DECISION-MAKING SITUATION
When studied as a cultural insider, decision making is mysterious; when you are a cultural outsider, it seems as if it
is impossible. Because human beings are social-cultural beings, living in multi-layered social-cultural environments,
their decisions are social-cultural objects or artifacts—informing objects. There are all kinds of decisions, from the
simple to the complex as well as the straight-forward to the convoluted. Most everyday decisions are interesting
phenomena. The most complex, and thus the most interesting, are the decisions made that affect strategic outcomes.
We make decisions to solve problems or resolve issues. Problems or issues surface as a sense of discontinuity
between expectations and actual events and outcomes within a specific situation contextualized by social-cultural
environments. A problem or issue focuses the need for making a decision [13]. A cross cultural, global, situation
increases the complexity of the decision-making process. Decision-making in any social-cultural context is a multifaceted process. These facets include the nature of the decision-to-be-made, the attributes of a decision, its
situational context, its complexity, the judgments and actions, objectives and goals, solutions, and decision making
styles [20, 13, 10, 19, 23].
Decision-making is a response to a problem that needs to be solved and leads to the action taken to change the
problematic situation. A decision is an outcome of problem-solving. Decision-making is a judgment about the
appropriate measures to rectify perceived problems. All judgments or decisions are situational. Decision-making is
dependent not only upon the decision maker but also upon the situation, and the multiple factors impacting the
situation. This entire process is immersed in a welter of social-cultural influences. Every aspect of a decision making
situation -- the problem, the judgment, the decision maker, the styles of perceiving and thinking, and lastly,
communicating -- is affected by culture.
Attributes of a "quality" decision are 1) knowledge of alternative choices and outcomes; 2) knowledge of needs
fulfilled and values underlying a particular choice; 3) costs and benefits of a decision; 4) pursuit of complete
information and knowledge; 5) awareness of subsequent information impacting on the decision; 6) review of all
consequences of all alternative actions; and 7) planned alternative ways for implementation in minimize risk [15].
Decisions are always made within a context or situation. The decision-making situation is always something to be
controlled. Control is sought via the identification of assumptions and constraints. These usually mark the "current"
boundaries of the situation. Every situation is a structure and a focus [23].
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Making decisions, especially business decisions, is a complex activity. Complexity is the spice of life except when
making a decision. Complex situations are uncertain arenas of behavior. Many decision-making techniques aim at
reducing ambiguity and uncertainty by reducing the complexity of the problem.
A decision relies on having multiple avenues to use to accomplish the intended outcome. Making a decision or
making a judgment about a specific course of action means choosing the most suitable path from among several to
achieve this. The decision process consists of four stages: intelligence, design, choice, and implementation [32].
How do you know you have a problem? It usually surfaces as a sense of discontinuity between expectations and
actual events and outcomes within a specific situation. What is does not match what should be. In terms of an
organization's information system, a problem shows itself when there are real or perceived differences between a
system's objectives and its actual performances. While there are elements of problematic situations that are objective
to the persons involved, people also bring many things (social-cultural contexts) to the generation of problems [35].
Types of problems can range from the structured to unstructured, from the programmed to nonprogrammable ones
[33].
The concept of bounded rationality [25] is a perspective by which a problem's conceptual space is defined and
identified by making explicit any constraints and by making limiting assumptions. Because individuals cannot have
perfect knowledge of the information needed to solve the problem or make the decision, the bounded rationality
approach reduces uncertainty and probabilistic thinking.
Solutions to problems, decisions, the results of decision making activities, are models of how one conceives of the
whole decision making situation. These solutions are in essence modes of thinking and discourse involving people,
thinking, tasks and actions. The modes of thinking and discourse reveal themselves through narration and list [30,
22, 27].
RESEARCH MODEL FOR CULTURALLY FRAMED DECISION-MAKING
The research model (see the taxonomy in Figure 1) for describing and analyzing decision-making situations and
their decisions-to-be-made consists of a set of methodological set of categories (only four are given here) of socialcultural environments (culture). The predominant social-cultural categories or frames of the model are the national,
the organizational, the professional, and the familial. These are infoscapes [26] of action, decision-making,
vocabulary-use, and practices. They represent a multi-layered [12] cultural matrix.
A descriptive and analytic category of the research model is the social-cultural environment we reference as our
national culture. We should not be surprised to learn that everything we do is culture. That culture is what we do and
are. There are hundreds of definitions of culture [29] Culture consists of the knowledge, belief systems, and
behaviors everyone needs in order to live successfully in a [28, 29]. Different cultures enculturate people into
different ways of thinking and problem solving. A culture is a set of frames or a series of channels of different
perceptual and conceptual constructs [14, 4].
Culture is a representational form of thinking and action, for doing things in the world, and responding to culturally
defined states-of-affairs [6]. Culture, therefore, is the pattern by which we consider, evaluate, say and do things. At a
culture's center are the systems of ideas and attendant systems of valuing into which individuals are enculturated
[17]. Culture is the ways that model a group's transactions with its circumstances. It creates and structures a group's
self-image much as an individual's self-image is manufactured by personality [11, 12].
One can never be sure about how cultural identities surface...e.g. Slovak, Italian, Greek, Slovenian. Ethnic identities
or subcultures are the outcomes of a transactional process with the surrounding dominant culture as well as
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Figure 1: Research Model Taxonomy

Research Model of Categories for Culturally Framed Decision Making
Social-cultural environments
Infoscapes
Communities of discourse and practice
Frames: societal, organizational, professional, familial

High-low contexts of communicating
Situations, vocabularies, practices

Dimensionalities of social-cultural environments
Power distance, uncertainty avoidance, masculinityfemininity
Individualist-collectivist, long-term – short-term
orientation
Indulgence - restraint

Decision-making styles
Directive, analytical. Conceptual,
behavioral

Modes of doing and saying
Narratives and lists

Decision-making
situations
Decisions-to-bemade

Model categories of social-cultural environments
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competitive subcultures. With the advent of the European Union and its member nation states—it could have been
argued that historic cultural ethnic determinism would have been replaced by European Union identity. However,
the global economic crisis beginning in 2008 led to a resurgence ethnic member state nationalism at the expense of
European Union identity.
A second descriptive and analytic category of the research model is the social-cultural environment we reference as
our organizational culture. By definition as a social institution, any organization has a culture, and readily generates
subcultures depending upon the organizational structure and functional areas. Organizational environments
consisting of webs of meanings, situations, and vocabularies (language as “shared beliefs and values [31]
contextualize decision-making situations. It is assumed that because business organizations are within a culture, the
organizational cultures are affected [16]. An organization's culture is symbolized by the unique artifacts, language,
and behaviors as influenced and filtered by the organization's mission and objectives. Because of the artificial
nature of any business organization, it is more than likely that the patterns and dimensions of a national culture are
expressed within the organization by a different set of symbols. The branding of identity—e.g., logos apparent on
business cards, folios, t-shirts, are around us. "Culture is the invisible force behind the tangibles and observables in
an organization, a social energy that moves the people into action. Culture is to the organization what personality is
to the individual--a hidden yet unifying theme that provides meaning, direction, and mobilization "[16].
A third descriptive and analytic category of the research model is the social-cultural environment we reference as
our professional culture. A person's professional association and discipline also contributes to as well as reinforces
enculturated cultural patterns. The valuing system of a professional association or discipline is another sociocultural filter of larger national patterns, dimension or frames. They institutionalize specific values. Identities are
formed and maintained on the basis of profession, i.e., accountant, engineer, teacher, politician, physician, soldier,
computer programmer.
A fourth descriptive and analytic category of the research model is the social-cultural environment we reference as
our familial culture. The family as a social-cultural environment determines much of how we act, do and say things,
and make decisions. This category includes ethnic, religious, and class identities or worldviews.
Dimensions of cultural environments
According to Hofstede [11], dimensions of national culture and dominant value systems can be studied and
understood by looking at the factors of power distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism, and masculinity (to
name only four of the dimensions) within any organization and profession, as well as family [18, 29, 12]. Culture
affects decision-making, for example, audit controls [29].
Power distance is the idea of the function of hierarchy and power within a culture. This dimension is concerned with
the fundamental inequality to be had in societies and especially organizations, which mainly being hierarchical,
create a superior-subordinate relationship [11 12]. Culture, or meaning-systems, reflective of power relationships
and avoidance of uncertainty show up in organizations which centralize or decentralize decision-making [9].
Uncertainty avoidance is a dimension about people trying to avoid the vicissitudes or ambiguities of situations.
There is a need for security and stability and risk-takers are not the norm. Coping mechanisms vary but the most
significant is the use of rule-based or ritual behavior. Even in corporate organizations [11, 12].. Some people seek
risk while others avoid it.
Individualism is a dimension of uniqueness, of seeing the self as the center of things and how the person relates to
group identities; how the individual relates to the social group. Tonnies contributed the constructs of Gemeinshaft
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and Gesellshaft as high and low individual to group [11, 12]. Are we exclusively about ourselves or do we see
ourselves as part of a greater whole—the community?
Masculinity is a dimension of how national cultures differ in terms of being masculine or feminine, either assertive
or nurturing as an enculturation process.
This dimension has been frequently discussed in the literature—
particularly in business [11, 12].
Communicative contexts
Every social-cultural environment, and the cultural matrix as a whole is a communicative context: a high to low
continuum. A high context culture, social-cultural environment is one of “common sense”, where a basic assumption
is that everyone understands even the slightest shrug of a shoulder, a wink, or blink. A low context environment is
where everything is spelled out, and nothing is assumed about what others know [6, 5]. “Context” is the information
that surrounds an event and is inextricably bound up with the meaning of the event [[6, 7, 36]. Webs of significance,
or culture [3] contextualize decisions-to-be made and decision-making situations within high-low networks of
communication [6, 36, 21]. Does everything need to be made explicit or are there deeper norms of understanding
that reflect implicit knowledge and context?
Styles of decision making
Decision making styles [11]: autocratic, persuasive/paternalistic, consultative, and democratic have been implicitly
discussed over the past thirty years. These dimensions have been refined within the context of management by,
Rowe and Mason [23] in their decision style model. They refined and identified four basic decision styles:
directive, analytical, conceptual, and behavioral. National cultures influence decision-making, and cause differences
in decision-making “styles” [21]. Culture establishes a significant ground for differences in leadership styles and
decision-making styles [34]. Both Hofstede’s decision styles and the refined Rowe and Mason model are inherently
culturally rooted. Decision making is the result of a process of based in the framing of the problem through narrative
(the culturally based context or story) and its symbiotic representation—the list [35, 22, 27].
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper proposed a framework that links culture and decision making. Attributes related to decisions and
decision making framed in culture are presented as a foundation for the proposed model of cultural based decisionmaking that is illustrated in Figure 1. Decision-making which involves people, thinking, tasks and action is
suggested to be founded and affected by cultural framework, cultural decision making dimensions, and decision
style. Research is currently underway to secure data as to if and to what extent the attributes and dimensions are
culturally differentiated, and if they are static or dynamic. The questions posed earlier as whether cultural filters
frame how problems are viewed, whether the notion of information is the same across cultures, and if problem
solutions are culturally consistent are the focus of this study to validate the proposed framework. In a global
information rich society, the role of culture appears to be much of interest today as it was when Hofstede and Hall
began their life’s work.
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